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ATP conformations and ion binding modes
in the active site of anthrax edema factor:
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INTRODUCTION

Anthrax releases three virulence factors when it infects host cells: Protective

Antigen (PA), Lethal Factor (LF), and Edema Factor (EF). PA binds to the cell

surface and to either LF or EF. The complexes are invaginated, and PA releases

EF in the cytoplasm. EF then forms a calcium-dependent complex with Calmod-

ulin (CaM) of the host, which activates it as an adenylyl cyclase (AC). The struc-

tural rearrangement of EF upon CaM binding1 shapes a mostly solvent-exposed

catalytic site that binds ATP and converts it into cyclic-AMP (cAMP) and Pyro-

phosphate (PPi). As cAMP is an essential signaling molecule, its overproduction

leads to uncontrolled fluid permeation and, consequently, edema formation in

the infected organisms.

Tang and coworkers1–3 have studied the molecular basis of EF activation and

function and determined several crystallographic structures of EF in various con-

ditions. Upon CaM binding, the helical domain of EF moves apart from the

core of the structure, resulting in the intercalation of CaM within EF [Fig. 1(a)].

A large reorganization of switches A, B, and C, located at the interface between

the helical and catalytic domains occurs simultaneously. This moves switches B

and C in their conformation to form the active catalytic site.

The activity of the EF-CaM complex is dependent on the binding of ions at

different sites in the structure. In particular, the binding of Ca21 to CaM is

required for CaM and EF association. We have studied the effect of the level of

Ca21 on the dynamics of EF-CaM previously.4 CaM acts as a spring to maintain

EF open: the stability of the inter-linker between the two CaM lobes is essential,

and depends on Calcium binding on the C-terminal lobe. CaM best fits EF

when two Ca21 are bound to its C-terminal lobes, and the two Ca21 binding

sites of its N-terminal lobes are free.

In this work, we focus on another aspect of the structure and plasticity of the

EF-CaM complex: the cation, substrate, and product configurations in the cata-

lytic site and their role in enzyme activity. Indeed, the crystallographic structures

solved to date exhibit several cationic binding modes and different substrate con-

formations,1–3,5 providing multiple possible interpretations of EF’s catalytic

mechanism and its relation with those of Mammalian Adenylyl Cyclases (MACs).6

The X-ray crystallographic structures of the EF-CaM complex give information

about two different states of the catalytic site: (i) the state before the enzymatic
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ABSTRACT

The Edema Factor (EF), one of the

virulence factors of anthrax, is an

adenylyl cyclase that promotes

the overproduction of cyclic-AMP

(cAMP) from ATP, and therefore per-

turbs cell signaling. Crystallographic

structures of EF bound to ATP ana-

logs and reaction products, cyclic-

AMP, and Pyrophosphate (PPi),

revealed different substrate confor-

mations and catalytic-cation binding

modes, one or two cations being

observed in the active site. To shed

light into the biological significance

of these crystallographic structures,

the energetics, geometry, and dynam-

ics of the active site are analyzed

using molecular dynamics simula-

tions. The ATP conformation

observed in the one-metal-ion struc-

ture allows stronger interactions

with the catalytic ion, and ATP is

more restrained than in the structure

containing two Mg21 ions. There-

fore, we propose that the conforma-

tion observed in the one-ion crystal

structure is a more probable starting

point for the reaction. The simula-

tions also suggest that a C30-endo
sugar pucker facilitates nucleophilic

attack. Additionally, the two-cation

binding mode restrains the mobility

of the reaction products, and thus

their tendency to dissociate.
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reaction, with the ATP substrate analog 30-deoxy-ATP
and for which two structures have been determined

(1XFV, 1K90) and (ii) the state after the reaction, with

the products cAMP and PPi (1SK6). These two states

correspond to the two extremities of the enzymatic reac-

tion path, and, consequently, are expected to have differ-

ent substrate, product, and ion binding properties. Before

reaction, the enzyme should bind the reactant tightly and

precisely to initiate bond cleavage. After reaction it

should rapidly release the products. As a consequence,

ions of the active site are expected to have different func-

tions at each phase of the reaction.

Two substrate conformations were obtained in the

structures with 30-deoxy-ATP and were associated with

different ion binding modes. Structure 1K90 was

obtained with a single Yb31 ion [Fig. 1(b)]. A two-Mg21

binding mode was also observed [structure 1XFV: Fig.

1(c)], and a two-metal-ion catalytic mechanism was pro-

posed,3 similar to the one observed in Mammalian

adenylyl cyclases (MACs) [Fig. 1(e)].6,7 The faster cata-

Figure 1
(a) Structure of the EF-CaM complex. (b-g) Binding modes of 30-deoxy-ATP, PPi and cAMP observed in crystallographic structures:
(b) 30-deoxy-ATP in the presence of a single Yb31 ion (PDB entry 1K90).1 (c) 30-deoxy-ATP in the presence of two Mg21 ions (1XFV).3

(d) Superposition of models b and c. (e) Superposition of b and the active site of the Mammalian Adenylyl Cyclase.7 (f) cAMP and PPi with two

different Yb31 binding modes, with one or two ions (1SK6).5 (g) Superposition of b and f, suggesting that product conformations in f result from

cyclization of ATP in b.
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lytic rate of EF relative to other adenylyl cyclases support

the hypothesis of a slightly different catalytic mecha-

nism.8 Indeed, EF function is to overproduce cAMP and

disturb cell function, contrary to native MACs which

must catalyze ATP cyclization in a cell-controlled fashion.

Similarly, a mix of two Yb31 binding modes was sug-

gested during the refinement of the structure of EF-CaM

bound to the products [1SK6: Fig. 1(f)].5 Therefore, EF

appears to present two possible ionic binding modes,

with one or two cations. The cationic binding mode has

been recently shown9 to be essential for the proper dock-

ing of the substrate.

The ions will be called either ‘‘central’’ or ‘‘non-central’’

according to their positions in the catalytic site. The cen-

tral ion is coordinated by Asp491, Asp493, and His577.

This ion is present in 1K90, 1XFV, and 1SK6 ionic bind-

ing mode of higher occupancy [Fig. 1(d,g)]. Ions in other

binding positions will be referred to as non-central. These

non-central ions may be the two low occupancy ions of

1SK6 or the single ion coordinated essentially by the

phosphate tail of ATP in 1XFV.

In this work, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations

are used to investigate the geometries and conformational

variations of the active site of these structures, to obtain

insights into their functional relevance. First, we present

and discuss ATP binding modes. The ATP binding mode

found in 1K90 appears more stable, thus suggesting that

it would be closer to the reaction starting point. Then,

we show that a specific combination of phosphate tail

and sugar pucker conformations are required for proper

orientation of the nucleophilic and electrophilic atoms

involved in the cyclization reaction. Furthermore, we

show that the two-metal-ion binding mode observed in

1SK6 restrains product mobility and flexibility, suggesting

that the one-metal binding mode could facilitate product

release.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Molecular dynamics simulations

Six structural models of the EF-CaM complex were

built from three crystallographic structures of PDB

entries: 1XFV, 1K90, and 1SK6, with one or two ions

(Table I). The simulations are referenced in lowercase let-

ters (1xfv, 1k90, and 1sk6), whereas the original crystallo-

graphic structures are referenced in uppercase letters. For

each simulation group, 10 runs of 1 ns were performed

with different starting velocity distributions. The simula-

tions suffixed-Mg2 were performed with two Mg21 ions

in the active site, whereas those suffixed -Mg1 with one

Mg21 only.

The three crystallographic structures display different

active site compositions: (i) a 30-deoxy-ATP and a Ytter-

bium(III) ion (1K90)1; (ii) 30-deoxy-ATP and two Mg21

(1XFV)3; and (iii) reaction products cyclic-AMP and PPi

with two alternative ion configurations containing one or

two Yb31 ions (1SK6).5

Yb31 ions were replaced by Mg21 ions (the actual cat-

alytic ion), and the missing 30-hydroxyl of 30-deoxy-ATP
was added for the simulations. Missing residues in 1K90

(loop between K768 and F773) and in 1SK6 (loops

between S674 and V694 and between Q767 and F773)

were modeled based on the corresponding residues of the

1XFV structure.

The CHARMM27 force field was used for proteins,

ions, and ATP.10,11 Parameters for PPi and cyclic-AMP

(cAMP) were derived from analogous groups in the

CHARMM27 set, with Merz-Kollman charges computed

using Gaussian0312 from the optimized geometries at the

6-31G(d,p) level of theory. The TIP3P model was used

for water.13

The structures were solvated with 25,000 water mole-

cules yielding a water shell at least 10-Å thick (protein

images being at least 20 Å apart). The water molecules

were placed with Packmol,14,15 as well as the sodium

ions required to neutralize the system.

Energy minimizations and simulations were performed

with NAMD.16 The following protocols were used for

equilibration. (i) The energy of the system was mini-

mized with 2000 steps of conjugate gradients, keeping

the protein, ligands and protein-bound ions fixed, except

for modeled residues in 1K90 and 1SK6, which were

always allowed to move. (ii) With the same atoms fixed,

a 100 ps MD was performed with constant-pressure and

constant-temperature conditions (NPT), with Langevin

Table I
Simulated Systems

Simulation group Structural model and main system components Production runs

1xfv-Mg1 1XFV, ATP, and the central Mg21 in the active site 10 of 1 ns
1xfv-Mg2 1XFV, ATP, and two Mg21 in the active site 10 of 1 ns
1k90-Mg1 1K90, ATP, and the central Mg21 in the active site 10 of 1 ns
1k90-Mg2 1K90, ATP, and two Mg21 in the active site 10 of 1 ns
1sk6-Mg1 1SK6, cAMP, PPi, and the central Mg21 in the active site 10 of 1 ns
1sk6-Mg2 1SK6, cAMP, PPi, and two Mg21 in the active site 10 of 1 ns

For each of these systems, 10 independent runs were performed starting with different velocity distributions.

1xfv-Mg1 and 1k90-Mg2 are auxiliary simulations that use cationic binding modes that were not directly sug-

gested by the crystallographic models.
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pistons and bath to control pressure and temperature

with coupling periods of 1 ps. (iii) The side-chains of the

protein were allowed to move in a 500 steps conjugate

gradient minimization followed by a 100 ps NPT MD.

(iv) The final equilibration step was a 100 ps NPT MD

without any restraint.

The equilibrated systems were about 120 3 80 3 80 Å

large and contains about 85,000 atoms. The production

runs were performed in the NPT ensemble with periodic

boundary conditions and PME electrostatics. The tem-

perature was set to 298.15 K and the pressure to 1 Bar

for all simulations. A 2 fs time-step was used and hydro-

gens constrained with SHAKE.17

1xfv-Mg2 was equilibrated with the two crystallographic

Mg21 and only the central Mg21, complexed by Asp491,

Asp493, and His577, was kept for 1xfv-Mg1. 1k90-Mg2

was modeled from the equilibrated 1k90-Mg1 based on the

coordination sites of the two-Yb31 binding mode of 1SK6.

The energy of the resulting 1k90-Mg2 model was mini-

mized with 10 conjugate gradient steps before production

runs. The introduction of these ions, however, resulted in

the displacement of His577 from the cation coordination

site and a rotation of the adenosine group. Because of these

structural distortions, the 1k90-Mg2 simulations are used

only as supporting data when appropriate.

Simulations were visualized with VMD18 and Figures

were prepared with Pymol.19 Structural alignments were

performed using an orthogonal transformation.20 Ribose

conformations were computed according to the pseudo-

rotational angle.21 3 Å distance and 208 angle were used

as the cutoff to define H-bond formation, as the VMD

default.18 Home-made analysis programs are available at

http://lm-mdanalysis.googlecode.com.

Water molecules with any atom within 4 Å of any sol-

ute (ATP, cAMP, and PPi) atom, were considered to

form their first solvation shell. The mobility of ATP,

cAMP and PPi relative to the active site was probed by

monitoring the minimum distance between any of their

atoms and any atom of Asp491, Asp493, and His577.

These coordination residues appeared to be a good refer-

ence for this purpose because of their stable conforma-

tion and binding of the central-Mg21 ion.

The conformational drifts of the substrate, ATP, and of

the products, cAMP and PPi, were evaluated from their

RMSD from the starting coordinates in the simulation.

The internal RMSDs of these molecules isolated in aque-

ous solution were computed from 2 ns control simula-

tions, and oscillated around 2.0 Å for ATP, 0.6 Å for PPi,

and 1.7 Å for cAMP [Supporting Information Fig. SF1].

Estimation of the geometric fitting of Mg21

in the active site

The fitting of Mg21 ions to the pocket geometry was

qualitatively evaluated through the estimation of qualita-

tive free energies, using the molecular mechanics Pois-

son-Boltzmann surface area (MMPBSA) method.22 The

MMPBSA energy is defined as:

DG ¼ DEMM þ DGpolar
sol þ DGnonpolar

sol � TDSsolute ð1Þ

where DEMM is the molecular mechanics contribution

expressed as the sum of the electrostatics (DEele), van der

Waals (DEvdw) and internal (DEint) energies, DGsol
polar and

DGsol
non polar are the polar and nonpolar solvation energies,

respectively.

The calculations were performed with the MMPBSA

module of AMBER 923 using the ff99SB24 force field.

The parameters for ATP were taken from Meagher

et al.25 and the parameters for cAMP and PPi were com-

puted with the ANTECHAMBER module of AMBER 923

using the AM1-BCC charge fitting.

The MMPBSA energy values were averaged along each

trajectory selected for analysis. The polar contribution

DGsol
polar of solvation energy was calculated by solving the

Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation with the PBSA module

of AMBER 9.23 The grid spacing was set to 0.5 Å and

dielectric constants of 1 and 80 were used for the interior

and exterior of the solute, respectively. The dielectric

boundary was defined using a 1.4 Å probe on the atomic

surface. The nonpolar contribution DGsol
non polar was com-

puted from the solvent accessible surface area (SASA):

DGsol
non polar 5 0.04356 3 SASA 2 1.008. The solute en-

tropy DSsolute was not included in the total binding

energy value, because of significant variances in comput-

ing this term with the MMPBSA approach.

The MMPBSA energy of magnesium binding to a re-

ceptor is defined as the energy difference between the re-

ceptor bound to Mg21 and the isolated receptor and

magnesium23:

DDGbindðMg=receptorÞ ¼ DG½receptor�Mg2þ�
� ðDGreceptor þ DGMg2þÞ ð2Þ

Instead of calculating the DDGbind(Mg/receptor) values

for magnesium binding onto different complexes and then

comparing them, the differences in MMPBSA energies of

magnesium between the different EF-CaM complexes were

calculated directly. This way, estimation of the MMPBSA

energy DGMg21 of a free cation in solvent was avoided.

The comparisons were made between (i) 1Mg/rec1 and

1Mg/rec2, where the MMPBSA energies were calculated

on the trajectories: rec1-Mg1 and rec2-Mg1, and the

same trajectories from which the magnesium ion was

removed before the MMPBSA analysis, (ii) 2Mg/rec1 and

2Mg/rec2, where the MMPBSA energies were calculated

on the trajectories: rec1-Mg2 and rec2-Mg2, and the

same trajectories from which the two magnesium ion

were removed before the MMPBSA analysis, (iii) MgC/

rec1 and MgC/rec2, where the MMPBSA energies were

calculated on the trajectories: rec1-Mg2 and rec2-Mg2,

and the same trajectories from which the central magne-
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sium ion MgC was removed before the MMPBSA analy-

sis, (iv) MgNC/rec1 and MgNC/rec2, where the

MMPBSA energies were calculated on the trajectories:

rec1-Mg2 and rec2-Mg2, and the same trajectories from

which the non-central magnesium ion MgNC was

removed before the MMPBSA analysis. The two receptor

geometries rec1 and rec2 were taken among 1xfv, 1k90,

and 1sk6 for comparisons (i) and (ii), and among 1xfv

and 1k90 only for comparisons (iii) and (iv).

To give an idea about the way the calculations were

performed, the calculation of the energy difference

DDDGbind (1Mg/1XFV 2 1Mg/1K90) of one Mg21

between 1XFV and 1K90, is now detailed. This difference

is expressed as:

DDDGbindð1Mg=1XFV� 1Mg=1K90Þ
¼ DDGbindð1Mg=½1xfv �Mg1�Þ

� DDGbindð1Mg=½1k90�Mg1�Þ ð3Þ

was evaluated directly by reducing Eq. (3) to:

DDDGbindð1Mg=1XFV� 1Mg=1K90Þ
¼ DG½1xfv�Mg1� � DG½1xfv�Mg1n1Mg�

� ðDG½1k90�Mg1� � DG½1k90�Mg1n1Mg�Þ ð4Þ

where DG[1xfv 2 Mg1] and DG[1k90 2 Mg1] are calculated

along the 1xfv-Mg1 and 1k90-Mg1 trajectories. and DG[1xfv

2 Mg1\1Mg] and DG[1k90 2 Mg1\1Mg] are calculated along the

same trajectories from which one Mg21 was removed.

Another kind of comparison was performed for the

energy of binding between MgC and MgNC inside the

same receptor geometry ‘‘rec’’, chosen among 1xfv and

1k90 simulations. This comparison was performed by cal-

culating the difference between the MMPBSA energies

averaged on the trajectories rec2 2 Mg2 from which the

ion MgC or MgNC was alternatively removed before the

MMPBSA analysis. An similar comparison between

the ions MgcAMP and MgPPi bound to cAMP and to PPi

was performed for 1sk6 using the simulation 1sk6-Mg2

where each ion was alternatively removed.

The comparison between MgC and MgNC is detailed

in the case of the difference DDDGbind (MgC/1XFV 2
MgNC/1XFV) for binding the central magnesium MgC

and the non-central magnesium MgNC ion to 1XFV. This

MMPBSA energy difference is expressed as:

DDDGbindðMgC=1XFV�MgNC=1XFVÞ
¼ DDGbindðMgC=½1xfv �Mg2�Þ

� DDGbindðMgNC=½1xfv �Mg2�Þ ð5Þ

and can be evaluated simply by reducing Eq. (5) to:

DDDGbindðMgC=1XFV�MgNC=1XFVÞ
¼ DG½1xfv�Mg2nMgNC� � DG½1xfv�Mg2nMgC� ð6Þ

where DG[1xfv 2 Mg2\MgC] and DG[1xfv 2 Mg2\MgNC] are the

MMPBSA energies calculated on the 1xfv trajectories

from which either the central magnesium MgC or the

non-central magnesium MgNC was removed.

RESULTS

ATP binding modes

As described in the introduction, a two-metal ion

bound EF structure (1XFV) has been obtained,3 appa-

rently unifying the description of the binding pockets of

EF and other Adenylyl Cyclases. Nevertheless, some fea-

tures of 1XFV do not fully support this common mecha-

nism. First, the 30-deoxy-ATP conformation and Mg21

positions in the 1XFV structure [Fig. 1(c)] are different

from those observed in MACs. In particular, two Aspar-

tates coordinate both cations in MACs7 while, in 1XFV,

these conserved Aspartates only bind the central-Mg21.

The second ion interacts with the phosphate tail of 30-
deoxy-ATP and is more than 3.5 Å away from any atom

of the protein3 [Fig. 1(c)]. Second, an inspection of the

electronic density of this Mg21 in 1XFV revealed that it

can be confused with that of the 30-deoxy-ATP phosphate

tail [Supporting Information Fig. SF2b], or with a water

molecule, which bears the same number of electrons.

Third, the distance of the phosphate oxygens to the cen-

tral-Mg21 is about 5 Å, and the latter can only weakly

stabilize the phosphate charges in this configuration.

In fact, the unfavorable incorporation of the second

Mg21 ion in 1XFV and the nonstandard docking of 30-
deoxy-ATP could be due to the large concentration of

Mg21, 200 mM, used to grow crystals. This concentra-

tion is largely above that required to fully inhibit the cat-

alytic activity of EF.2 Therefore, the conformation found

in 1XFV would be inactive and probably distorted.

MD simulations 1xfv-Mg2, 1xfv-Mg1, and 1k90-Mg1

were used to analyze the active site configurations with

one or two Mg21 ions, and with different observed ATP

conformations. Because of steric clashes (described in

Materials and Methods), the simulation 1k90-Mg2 will

be used for comparison purposes only.

The interaction energies between the molecules were

used to monitor the proximities between the partners

and thus the geometry of the active site. In 1xfv-Mg2,

ATP interacts with the non-central Mg21 with a calcu-

lated interaction energy of about 2936 kcal mol21,

whereas the calculated interaction energy with the cen-

tral-Mg21 is about 2360 kcal mol21 [Fig. 2(a)]. Remov-

ing the non-central ion does not change significantly the

interaction of ATP to the central-Mg21 [Fig. 2(a), 1xfv-

Mg1], and no transition promoting a stronger interaction

was observed in 1xfv-Mg1 runs.

In 1k90-Mg1, the interaction energy between ATP and

the central-Mg21 was about 2736 kcal mol21, almost

two times stronger than in 1xfv simulations [Fig. 2(b,c)].

Ion Binding in EF
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This stronger ATP interaction is due to the conformation

of the phosphate tail of ATP, the other components of

the active site having similar contributions in 1k90 and

1xfv [Fig. 1(d)].

Interaction of ATP with water varied among 1xfv-Mg2,

1xfv-Mg1, and 1k90-Mg1 simulations [Fig. 2(b)]. On the

one hand, the number of water molecules in the first sol-

vation shell of ATP in 1xfv-Mg2 and in 1xfv-Mg1 was

around 40, and was only slightly smaller in 1k90-Mg1.

On the other hand, the interaction energies were stronger

with a single Mg21 (1xfv-Mg1: 2850 kcal mol21 and

1k90-Mg1: 2682 kcal mol21) than with two Mg21 (1xfv-

Mg2: 2407 kcal mol21). Therefore, the single-Mg21

binding mode favored the direct interaction of water

molecules with ATP.

In a way similar to the approach described earlier for

the calculated interaction energies, MMPBSA interaction

energies of ions Mg21 with the system were calculated.

The range of obtained values, as well as the fluctuations,

are far from expected free energy values (Table II), but

they can be used to analyze in a qualitative way the

direct interactions and the fitting of the ions to the

pocket geometry. The advantage of using the MMPBSA

approach with respect to a simple calculation of the mo-

lecular mechanics interaction energy is that the inclusion

of the Poisson-Boltzmann solvation energy takes into

account the relaxation of water molecules when an ion is

removed.

The MMPBSA energies of interaction of the Mg21

ions computed during the simulations 1k90 and 1xfv

were compared (Table II) using the MMPBSA methodol-

ogy, as described in Materials and Methods. The follow-

ing perturbations were studied: (i) the removal of the

central ions in the one ion-binding mode, (ii) the simul-

taneous removal of two ions, (iii) the removal of one ion

in the two ion-binding mode, (iv) the binding of the

central ion MgC closest to the enzyme, and (v) the bind-

ing of the non-central ion MgNC closest to ATP. The

1K90 geometry display the most favorable MMPBSA

energy values for all considered comparisons. This sug-

gests that the cavity geometry in 1K90 is the most favor-

able to the binding of Mg21, and is in agreement with

the stronger interaction energies observed between part-

ners in that case. Then the binding of the central ion and

the non-central ions was compared and, in both 1K90

and 1XFV cavities, the MMPBSA energy is more favor-

able for the central ion. This observations suggests that

the central ion is firmly bound and that the non-central

Figure 2
Energetics and dynamics of ATP binding. (a) Interactions of ATP with Mg21 ions (average interaction energies are given in kcal mol21).

(b) Solvation of ATP as given by the number or water molecules in the first solvation shell and average interaction energies. (c) Conformational

drift of ATP in the active site. The dashed lines indicate the RMSD of ATP isolated in water. (d) Distance between the phosphate group of ATP and

the coordination site of the central-Mg21, distance values are given in Å.
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Mg21 is probably less tightly bound, depending on the

current state of the enzyme complex and also on ion

concentration. The more favorable Mg21 ion binding in

1K90 suggests a single cation mechanism.

Similarly, the analysis of the dynamics of ATP in the

binding site suggests a tighter docking of the substrate in

1K90 relative to 1XFV. The conformational drift of ATP

was analyzed by calculation of the RMSD from its initial

conformation. This quantity is about 2 Å for ATP iso-

lated in solution (Supporting Informations Fig. SF1). In

all EF-CaM complexes, the conformational drift was

reduced [Fig. 2(c)]. Furthermore, in 1k90-Mg1, the drift

of ATP was systematically smaller than in the 1xfv simu-

lations, indicating a tighter docking of ATP.

This tighter docking can be explained by the stronger

binding of the phosphate tail of ATP to the central-Mg21

ion, observed above in 1k90-Mg1 [Fig. 2(a)]. Further-

more, the distances of the phosphate tail of ATP to the

Mg21-coordination site were not only smaller but also

displayed much smaller oscillations in 1k90-Mg1 than in

1xfv simulations [Fig. 2(d)]. Therefore, the interaction of

the ATP tri-phosphate group to the central-Mg21 ion

was structurally more stable in 1k90-Mg1, which can be

correlated with the more favorable MMPBSA energy of

this ion in 1K90 relative to other binding site geometries.

The average mobility of the adenosine atoms of ATP

relative to the active site residues was similar in all simu-

lations as indicated by the average distances of about

3.0 Å, but displayed slightly more fluctuations in 1k90-

Mg1 (Supporting Information Fig. SF3). By contrast, the

distance of the ribose group of ATP to the coordination

site, was slightly larger, and fluctuated more in 1k90-Mg1

(4.3 � 0.9 Å) than in 1xfv simulations (1xfv-Mg2: 3.8 �
0.7 Å, 1xfv-Mg1: 3.7 � 0.6 Å) (Supporting Information

Figure SF3). This larger mobility of ribose and adenosine

groups observed in 1k90-Mg1, indicates that the

restrained mobility of ATP in the 1k90-Mg1 simulations

comes from the tighter binding of the phosphate tail of

ATP only.

To summarize, the interactions of ATP with the central-

Mg21 are more effective in 1K90 than in 1XFV. This pro-

vides an argument in favor of single-Mg21 binding modes,

but we will see below that a two-cation binding might

favor the nucleophilic attack. Nevertheless, we suggest that

the ATP conformation observed in the 1K90 model is

closer to the reaction starting point. The similarities of

this conformation with the substrate conformation in

MACs [Fig. 1(e)] and with the conformation of reaction

products [1SK6: Fig. (g)] support this interpretation.

Nucleophilic attack, sugar pucker and
phosphate conformations

The essential step in the cyclization catalyzed by

MACs, also proposed for EF, is the nucleophilic attack of

the Pa phosphorous by the ribose O30 oxygen, which

leads to the cycle formation and PPi release. But, to pre-

vent cyclization and trap the reactant, the crystal struc-

tures have been obtained with an analog lacking the O30

oxygen, which makes difficult to connect the analysis of

the active site to a mechanistic analysis of the reaction.

Consequently, we tried here not to evaluate the effective

free energy barriers of reaction, but to sort the initial

cavity geometry in terms of their propensity to favor the

O30 to Pa approach.

Therefore, we will use the O30-Pa distance as an indi-

cation of the similarity of the ATP docking conformation

to the one required for the initiation of the reaction. Fig.

3(a) represents the conformations of ATP observed in

crystallographic structures, with modeled O30 atoms. The

distance between the O30 and Pa atoms in 1K90 is 3.6 Å,

more favorable for nucleophilic attack than it is in 1XFV

(4.2 Å). The analysis of the simulations showed that this

interpretation was too simplistic and also provided a

richer view of the conformational conditions that could

initiate nucleophilic attack, as we shall see below.

Fig. 3(b) shows the probability of finding the O30 and
Pa atoms within a given distance. The probability of

finding the atoms within 4 Å is significant in 1xfv-Mg2

Table II
MMPBSA Energies Used to Evaluate Fitting of Magnesium Ions to the

Different Structures of the EF-CaM Complex, or to the Different Sites

of the Same Structure

Compared systems DDDG (kcal/mol) Perturbation

1Mg/1XFV 2 1Mg/1K90 195 � 33
1Mg/1XFV 2 1Mg/1SK6 237 � 32
1Mg/1K90 2 1Mg/1SK6 2232 � 37

2Mg/1XFV 2 2Mg/1K90 293 � 88
2Mg/1XFV 2 2Mg/1SK6 70 � 26
2Mg/1K90 2 2Mg/1SK6 2223 � 94

MgC/1XFV 2 MgNC/1XFV 249 � 16
MgC/1K90 2 MgNC/1K90 278 � 68
MgcAMP/1SK6 2 MgPPi/1SK6 229 � 13

MgC/1XFV 2 MgC/1K90 121 � 44

MgNC/1XFV 2 MgNC/1K90 92 � 56

The standard deviations provided represent the technical fluctuations in the calcu-

lations. ‘‘1Mg’’ denotes the simulations performed with one ion, ‘‘2Mg’’ with two

ions. MgC and MgNC denote the central and non-central ions present in the 1K90

and 1XFV geometry. MgcAMP and MgPPi are the ions bound to cAMP and PPi,

respectively.
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and quite lower for 1k90-Mg1. Therefore, these simula-

tions suggested an opposite trend to that of the crystallo-

graphic structures. This trend was inverted in 1xfv-Mg1

when a Mg21 was removed, or in 1k90-Mg2 with an

additional Mg21. The removal of an ion in 1xfv

increased the distance between O30 and Pa, whereas the

addition of the second Mg21 to 1k90 broadened the dis-

tance distribution. Therefore, the presence of two ions

appeared to shift the distribution to smaller distances,

where the nucleophilic attack should be facilitated.

The analysis of the ribose and phosphate conforma-

tions in these simulations provided a refined picture of

the structural requirements allowing an effective reaction.

Fig. 3(c) shows the conformational regions sampled by

the ribose group in each set of simulations. The two

most common sugar conformations21 were populated:

the C30-endo region, corresponding to a pseudo-rota-

tional angle, p, between 0 and 368, and the C20-endo
region, with p between 144 and 1808.

In 1xfv-Mg2 the ribose was essentially found in the

C30-endo conformation, which brought O30 close to Pa.

Upon non-central-Mg21 removal, in 1xfv-Mg1, the pop-

ulation was significantly shifted towards the C20-endo
conformation. A parallel effect was observed for 1k90

simulations: in 1k90-Mg1 the conformation was C20-
endo exclusively, but the addition of a second ion

allowed the apparition of some C30-endo conformers.

Therefore, the simulations indicated that the ribose

conformation depends on the Mg21 population in the

binding site and has a strong impact on the O30-Pa dis-

tance. The presence of a second ion in the active site, ei-

ther in 1xfv-Mg2 or in 1k90-Mg2, also tends to favor the

C30-endo conformation because of the attractive interac-

tions between ATP O30 and the second cation. One

should notice that the shift toward the C30-endo confor-

mation occurs for a second ion being added both to

1xfv-Mg2 or 1k90-Mg2 non-central ion positions, which

differ from each other [Fig. 1(c,f)].

Simulations 1k90-Mg1 and 1xfv-Mg2 yielded different

ribose conformations than those observed in correspond-

ing crystallographic structures: C30-endo in 1K90 and

O10-endo (p � 908) in 1XFV. As the change in ribose

Figure 3
(a) Modeling of the O30 oxygen on the ATP conformations observed in crystallographic models and their distances (Å) to Pa. (b) Probability of

finding the Pa atom within a given distance of the O30 in each set of simulations. (c) Ribose conformations in each system, as indicated by the

pseudo-rotational angle parameter (p).21 The p values observed in the crystallographic structures are indicated. (d) Phosphate tail conformations

observed in the superposition of simulation snapshots from 1k90 and 1xfv-Mg2. The structures are colored from red to blue from the start to the

end of the run.
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conformation from O10-endo in 1XFV to C30-endo only

affected the O30-Pa distance by about 0.02 Å, it could

not account for the O30-Pa distance reduction in 1xfv-

Mg2. Other relative motions of the sugar and the phos-

phate tail must have occurred. This hypothesis is sup-

ported by the observations made on the electronic den-

sity of 1XFV [Supporting Information Fig. SF2b]: while

the electronic density does not provide a clear determina-

tion of the sugar pucker, the phosphate tail is clearly

positioned. In the simulations, the conformational drifts

of the phosphate tail from the crystallographic structure

revealed a greater flexibility in 1xfv than in 1k90-Mg1

and 1k90-Mg2 [Fig. 2(c)]. Drifts were also smaller in

1k90-Mg2 than in 1xfv-Mg2 but larger than in 1k90-Mg1

(data not shown). To decipher which crystallographic

structure would display an initial geometry more favor-

able for an O30-Pa approach, it was controlled whether

conformations with small O30-Pa distance in 1xfv-Mg2

had a phosphate tail conformation similar to that of

1XFV.

The analysis of ATP binding modes [Fig. 2(c,d)]

showed that ATP was highly mobile in 1xfv-Mg2 simula-

tions, and that the phosphate tail drifted away from the

active site. Fig. 3(d) illustrates the phosphate tail

motions by the superposition of the snapshots of

respectively a typical 1k90-Mg1 run and a typical 1xfv-

Mg2 run, colored along time from red (start) to blue

(end). In 1k90-Mg1, the phosphate tail essentially oscil-

lates around an average conformation, whereas, in 1xfv-

Mg2, it drifts systematically away from the crystallo-

graphic position. The greater O30-Pa proximity in 1xfv-

Mg2 is produced by a drift from the 1XFV crystallo-

graphic conformation.

The presence of two-Mg21 favored the C30-endo ribose

pucker by attraction of the O30 oxygen towards the phos-

phate group. Two auxiliary simulations were performed,

each one containing five runs, one in which the ribose

conformation was restrained to C30-endo with a force

constant of 500 kcal mol21 rad22, the other in which the

O30-Pa distance was restrained to 3.0 Å with a force con-

stant of 50 kcal mol21 Å22. Restraining the ribose con-

formation to C30-endo reduced the O30-Pa distance,

whereas restraining the O30-Pa distance induces the C30-
endo pucker. This clearly showed the link between the

ribose pucker and the O30-Pa distance.

The comparison of 1XFV and 1K90, and of the corre-

sponding simulations in presence of one or two Mg21

ions, allowed to draw the following conclusions. First,

the conformation C30-endo decreases the distance

between O30 and Pa, which should favor a geometry

more prone to efficient nucleophilic attack. Second, the

presence of two ions in the simulations induces a shift in

the sugar pucker toward C30-endo and, consequently, the

nucleophilic attack would be easier. Nevertheless, the

large drift of the phosphate tail observed in 1xfv simula-

tions suggests that the two-ion binding mode would only

favor the nucleophilic attack in a conformation that has

drifted away from that of 1XFV.

A two-Mg21 binding mode significantly
restrained product mobility

The crystal structures of the 30-deoxy-ATP-EF-CaM
complex (1XFV, 1K90) all display a clearly observable

central ion, coordinated by Asp491, Asp493, and His577

(Fig. 1 and Supporting Information Fig. SF2a,b). By con-

trast, the structure 1SK6, containing the reaction prod-

ucts, displays two Yb31 binding modes [Fig. 1(f)]. In

one binding mode (80% occupancy), a single Yb31 ion

occupies a central position, in coordination with Asp491,

Asp493, and His577, with a similar geometry to that

observed for the central-Mg21 of 1XFV and 1K90. A bet-

ter fitting of the electronic density (Supporting Informa-

tion Fig. SF2c) is obtained if a two-Yb31 binding mode

is also considered at lower occupancy (20%).5 This con-

figuration resembles that observed in the two-metal-ion

catalytic domain of Mammalian adenylyl cyclases,5,7

where Aspartates coordinate both cations. However, sev-

eral features of the structure 1SK6, as the low resolution

(3.2 Å), and the large differences between R and Rfree

(Supporting Information Table ST), introduce uncertain-

ties on the relevance of the two-Yb31 binding mode.

Additionally, the small distance between the two Yb31

ions, less than 4 Å, implies a large electrostatic repulsion

(�750 kcalmol21), although it can be alleviated by the

proximity of the phosphate groups of cAMP and PPi.

To evaluate the relevance of the two binding modes,

molecular dynamics simulations were performed starting

from 1SK6, and replacing the Yb31 ions by Mg21 ions.

The simulations containing the two-ion and the one-ion

binding modes were named 1sk6-Mg2 and 1sk6-Mg1,

respectively.

The interaction energies of the products with the

Mg21 ions were in direct relation with the distances

between them [Fig 4(a)]. In 1sk6-Mg2, PPi interacted

with the Mg21 ions with averages energies of 2426 � 13

and 2741 � 21 kcal mol21 for the ions farther and

closer to PPi, respectively. The interaction of PPi with

the central-Mg21 in 1sk6-Mg1 was 2467 � 25 kcal

mol21. Similarly, cAMP interaction energies in 1sk6-Mg2

were 2270 � 5 and 2112 � 6 kcal mol21 for the Mg21

closer and farther from cAMP, respectively. Surprisingly,

the cAMP-Mg21 interactions in 1sk6-Mg1 was less favor-

able than for either ion in 1sk6-Mg2 and displayed large

fluctuations (2100 � 31 kcal mol21). Furthermore,

along the runs, a systematic weakening of the interaction

was observed [Fig. 4(a), cAMP in 1sk6-Mg1].

Stronger product-protein and product-water interac-

tions were observed in the one-ion binding mode (1sk6-

Mg1) than in the two-ion binding mode (1sk6-Mg2),

similarly to what was observed for ATP simulations. The

interactions with the protein strengthened from 2104 to
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2261 kcal mol21 for PPi and from 1130 to 121 kcal

mol21 for cAMP upon Mg21 removal. Similarly, the PPi-

water interactions improved from 2437 to 2485 kcal

mol21 and the cAMP-water interactions from 2118 to

2237 kcal mol21. These energetic effects were accompa-

nied by larger energy fluctuations and a larger number of

first shell water molecules. Therefore, the removal of one

Mg21 promoted enhanced interactions with water and

with the protein, but an overall more flexible binding.

The MMPBSA energies of interaction of the Mg21 ions

in the 1SK6 cavity geometry were compared (Table II)

with the ones obtained for the cavities from 1K90 and

1XFV. A larger binding instability was observed in 1SK6

with one ion, which indicates a weakening of the interac-

tions at the end of the reaction, when their catalytic role is

accomplished Nevertheless, in the case where the simulta-

neous binding of two ions is considered, a better energy of

interaction is observed for 1SK6 than for 1XFV. This is in

agreement with the quite unfavorable geometry observed

in 1XFV and the very high Mg21 concentration necessary

to crystallize this structure. The comparison of the

MMPBSA difference energy between MgcAMP and MgPPi

in the 1SK6 cavity indicates that the fitting of the ion is

slightly more favorable when it is bound to cAMP.

The mobilities of cAMP and PPi were reduced in the

active site as compared with that in bulk water [Fig.

4(d)]. The conformational drifts were lower in 1sk6-Mg2

than in 1sk6-Mg1. Additionally, in three 1sk6-Mg1 runs,

the bending of the base relative to the ribose group of

cAMP resulted in larger conformational deviations rela-

tive to the initial cAMP conformation.

The mobilities of the products with respect to the

Mg21-coordination site residues were affected when the

ion binding mode was changed (Fig. 5). The distance of

PPi from the coordination site displayed larger averages

and standard deviations in 1sk6-Mg1, revealing weaker

ion-PPi interactions than in 1sk6-Mg2 [Fig. 5(a,b)]. In

1sk6-Mg1, the bound conformation of PPi was stabilized

by hydrogen bonds with the side-chains of three Lysine

residues: K346 (75% of the time), K353 (72%), and K372

(51%), and with the amide nitrogen of Ser354 (59%).

Thus, the Lysines played an important role in stabilizing

the PPi group, but they also impaired its dissociation in

the time-scale of these simulations. However, proton

Figure 4
Energetics and conformational drift of product binding. (energies are given in kcal mol21). (a) Interaction of PPi and cAMP with the active site

Mg21 ions. (b) Product-protein interactions. (c) Product solvation defined as the number of water molecules in their first solvation shell

(associated average interaction energies with water are indicated). (d) Conformational drifts (Å). Dashed lines indicate average RMSD in solution.
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transfer from these Lysine side-chains to PPi could occur,

first helping electron transfer in the catalytic reaction,

then reducing PPi charge and thus its interactions with

the Mg21 ion. The reduction of PPi charge can facilitate

its dissociation.

The distance of the cAMP phosphate group to the

coordination site remained essentially constant in 1sk6-

Mg2 [Fig. 5(e)], but varied significantly in 1sk6-Mg1,

yielding different profiles for each run and increasing up

to 9 Å [Fig. 5(f)]. These variations reflected initial stages

of dissociation of cAMP from the active site in 1sk6-Mg1

[Fig. 5(g)], and are correlated most of the time with a

weakening in cAMP-Mg21 interaction energies [Fig.

4(a)]. The dissociation of cAMP did not proceed further

as the adenosine group of cAMP maintained its interac-

tions with the binding site (mixed hydrophilic and

hydrophobic interactions with L348, G547, T548, G578,

T579, D582, N583). Consequently, the distance of the

cAMP adenosine relative to the active site was not signifi-

cantly perturbed.

To summarize, the two-Mg21 binding mode restrained

product flexibility and mobility relative to the central-

Mg21 binding site, and prevented the dissociation trend

observed for cAMP in 1sk6-Mg1.

DISCUSSION

The MD simulations presented above permitted to

draw a picture of the relevance of the number of ions

and of the substrate conformations observed in ground

state before and after the cyclization reaction. As the

structures displaying one or two Mg21 ions were

obtained with different substrate conformations, it is dif-

ficult to dissociate the effects of the ion-binding and of

the substrate-binding mode.

Therefore, we cannot from the present study give de-

finitive arguments to decide whether the enzyme could

work with either one or two bound metals. The adenyl

cyclase EF display a turnover3 of 1000 sec21, which is

several millions times slower than the turnover of a diffu-

sion-controlled reaction (Superoxide dismutase: 7 3 109

sec21). This suggests that the conformation of the reac-

tants are not tightly constrained in the protein active site

and that the analysis of the relevance of the different

reaction players, performed here, is a mandatory prelimi-

nary step to sort out the different possibilities.

The single-ion binding mode in 1k90-Mg1 allowed a

tight binding of the substrate. On the other hand, less

stable ATP conformations were observed for 1k90 with

Figure 5
(a-f) Distances of the reaction products from the Mg21 coordination site residues. The mean value and standard deviation are written on each

panel. (g) Snapshots of one of the 1sk6-Mg1 runs in which a partial dissociation of cAMP was observed. The dissociation and entrance of water

molecules in the active site occurred simultaneously (not all water molecules are shown).
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two ions as well as in the 1XFV geometry. The destabili-

zation of ATP binding by an improper incorporation of a

second ion could explain the total inhibition of the

enzyme at high Mg21 concentrations.2 The inhibition of

product dissociation in the presence of two Mg21 could

also contribute to this inhibitory effect, as suggested by

the results of 1sk6-Mg2 compared with those of 1sk6-

Mg1.

We interpret these results as an indication that the ATP

conformation observed in the 1K90 structure would be

the most probable starting point for the reaction. Indeed,

the extended phosphate-tail conformation, observed in

1K90, would allow a better docking of ATP than the bent

conformation of 1XFV. An argument in favor of the

extended tail conformation as the pre-reaction form is

that the structure 1SK6 of EF bound to reaction products

seems to result from a reaction starting from the 1K90

structure [Fig. 1(g)]. A second argument is that the 1K90

binding mode resembles that of Mammalian Adenylyl

Cyclases (MACs). The choice of the ATP conformation

observed in 1K90, as a starting point of the reaction,

would reconcile the conformations of the substrate

observed in EF with those of the substrates in MACs.

An additional argument in favor of the geometry of the

active site in 1K90 arises from the amino-acid composi-

tion of EF and MACs. Indeed, the phosphate group of the

substrates is stabilized in MACs by three basic residues

(two Arginines and one Lysine), whereas an additional Ly-

sine is present in EF (three Lysines and one Arginine, Sup-

porting Information Fig. SF4). The presence of this addi-

tional basic residue could allow the enzyme to work with

a single catalytic ion, and is then an argument in favor of

the conformations observed in 1K90.

On the other side, the presence of two Mg21 in the

binding site allowed a sugar pucker and phosphate tail

conformations better suited for O30-Pa approach. From

this point of view, the single-ion binding mode observed

in 1K90 seems less favorable. The absence to date of a

1K90-like structure with two Mg21 could be due to the

missing O30 oxygen in 30-deoxy-ATP. Indeed, O30 should
make an important interaction with the additional Mg21

ion, which in turn would have induced additional relaxa-

tion of the active site. Such interaction was formed in

1k90-Mg2 simulations, where a second Mg21 ion was

placed in a geometry similar to those of the product-

bound structure 1SK6.

In presence of two Mg21 ions, conformational drifts,

mobilities and dissociation events of the products were

reduced compared with the system with one Mg21,

because both PPi and cAMP are tightly bound to one of

the ions. As the two-ion binding mode significantly sta-

bilizes the binding of reaction products and, thus,

reduces the efficiency of the enzyme, the presence of two

highly charged Yb31 in the crystal of 1SK6 might have

trapped the products in the active site. Finally, the dy-

namics of the products suggested a mechanistic interpre-

tation that may help to understand EF function. Indeed,

if two ions could actually be transiently necessary for the

enzymatic reaction, the breaking of product-ion bonds

would be a limiting step for product release.

Although only indicative, the MMPBSA energies of

Mg21 binding are in agreement with a relaxed shape of

the cavity in 1K90, for which the best binding energies

are observed in all considered binding cases. This is also

in agreement with the better conformation observed for

ATP in the cavity 1K90. The binding of the central ion is

always more favorable than the binding of the ion closer

to the substrate. This could support a view of the cata-

lytic mechanism where one ion is present in the enzyme

cavity before the substrate loading, and plays a major

role in the reaction mechanism.

CONCLUSION

The main conclusion of the manuscript is that among

the conformation of ATP, the most efficient potential

starting point for the reaction appears that observed in

1K90. The structure 1K90 was obtained in the presence

of one ion only. This suggests that the presence of two

ions would not be mandatory for EF function, although

this could be due to the use of a modified ATP molecules

for crystallization purposes. A transient two-ion binding

mode cannot be ruled out because the proper sugar

pucker appears to be induced by the presence of a second

ion in the binding site. However, the evidences support-

ing a one-ion mechanism are more convincing: (i) The

amino-acid composition of EF’s active site support the

possibility of a one-ion binding site relative to MACs.

(ii) The 1K90-like extended phosphate tail conformation

facilitates O30 to Pa approach, and reduces the ATP’s

conformational flexibility. (iii) The central-ion is tightly

bound to the catalytic site, and interacts strongly with

the substrate. (iv) 1XFV, which contains two ions, was

obtained with a Mg21 concentration which fully inhibits

the enzyme. (v) Finally, our simulations also suggest that

the presence of two ions impairs the dissociation of the

reaction products from 1SK6. The single-ion mechanism

could be behind the high turnover rate and unregulated

ATP cyclization in EF relative to MACs.2
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